Substitute talent

prepared for every mission

Teachers On Call gives Baby’s Space a dependable source for substitute teachers
who fit with its distinct vision for early childhood education
®

Baby’s Space is an independent, non-profit early childhood
center serving 99 children in the heart of the Minneapolis
American Indian community. Its work is focused on building
predictable and consistent relationships with students, so the
center was reluctant to partner with a recruitment agency for
substitute teachers. But its success with quality educators from
Teachers On Call has since changed the game.

Challenge
The mission of Baby’s Space is to provide children and families
with equitable opportunities for educational success, by putting
the child’s point of view at the center of relationship-based early
childhood programming. One key is to provide extraordinary,
culture-specific services to children and families who are living
with daily trauma and poverty. So, it’s especially important for
the center’s 42 early childhood teachers to have highly qualified
substitute teachers who are readily available, and fit the center’s
unique approach.
The center had tried other strategies to balance its teacherstudent ratios and need for substitute talent. They created a
substitute list, and asked staff to work longer shifts. But even
as newly hired staff were trained and coached, they were often
challenged by availability to come to work consistently.

Teachers On Call brought more than 20 years of expertise in
recruiting, onboarding, screening, and training people who care
deeply for early childhood education. By serving as an extension
of its HR capabilities, the team ensures that Baby’s Space is
never in a pinch for substitute teachers to care for its children.

Results
Over the five-year partnership, Teachers On Call has continued
to provide a dependable supply of quality substitute teachers
for Baby’s Space—filling more than 500 teacher absences in the
most recent school year.
Deb Lund, executive director at Baby’s Space, confirms why
the relationship has grown:
“It remains a partnership that supports consistent, predictable
relationships—which in turn supports our mission. I am very
pleased with the services we’ve received on such a personal and
professional level. I would strongly recommend Teachers On Call
as they really, genuinely care about your needs.”

Solution
A local team from Teachers On Call took the time to understand
the center’s needs on every level … careful attention that
has made all the difference. The team soon built a pool of
compassionate talent who met licensing requirements, and were
committed to providing excellent child care that also aligned
with the center’s vision for relationship-based education.

Don’t wait until your need is urgent! Contact us today to get set up in case you need us later.
There is no obligation.
800.713.4439 / 952.346.1656 / ECE@teachersoncall.com
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